
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 
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complexion, with few hairs and slid eyes, and fairer than their 

neighbours, the Maghs, the Mizos, the Bengalis and the Tripuri 

people, the Chakmas have long been inhabiting the Chittagong Hill 

Tracts. The differing traditions current among them and various 

opinions of scholars do not lead us. to any definite answer as to their 

origin. It is not very difficult for the Indian immigrants to settle among 

the people of Arakan and the Chittagong Hills Tracts as they were 

tribals and primitive people and was easier for them to set up 

political control and impressed their culture on them. 

Their ballad, Radhamon-Donphudi Baromaitch mentions that the·, 

Riang Tripuris, the Mizos and the Chakmas had been living to.gether 

since the time of Bijoygiri. The love story between Radhamon, the 



commander of Bijoygiri's army and his sweet-heart Donphudi speaks 

of this 1
: 

Riang e Tripura no hele, 

Hugi gogoiie no hele, 

Bigun muritch phebong goi. 

(If the Riang Tripuri have not taken, and 

the Mizo gayals has not eaten, We are 

sure to collect capsicum and brinjals) 

That the Chakmas and the Mizos (Bawngcher) once lived at 

Champagnagar of the Champa river has been testified by local 

tradition 2
. After Bijoygiri's departure of Chittagong and the deserted 

village became as lonely as the village of the Mizo Chief Samlal 3
. 

Bijoygiri settled in the southern part of the Chittagong and made 

himself chief, and the same time Chakmas settled in the 

neighbourhood of the Naaf river under the protection of the Muslim 

rulers. The Chakma chieftainship seems to originated. in the 

Chittagong Hills Tracts lat_e in the historical period. 

The polity of the Chakma Raja was modelled after the Mughal 

administrative system appointing Dewans, Roaja and Kheja 4
, but 

revenue was collected as before thus bringing into existence a sort 

of mixed system continued till the end. Some of the successors of 

Bijoygiri like Kalindi Rani were very shrewd and intelligent, who 

sustained their hold over the territory by using the Lushai (Mizo) in 



crushing rebellion within her jurisdiction, and at the same time tried 

to resist the inroads of the British into her state. The Bengali and 

even lawyers were engaged to plead their cases before the 

Company's Government at Calcutta. 

The Magot Dima, a council comprising of all adult males of a 

village was an unique institution of its kind which surpasses many 

such organisations in modern time. The British occupation of 

Chittagong Hills Tracts including the Chakma land had greatly 

disturbed the traditional political, economic and social institutions, 

and in course of time, led to abolition. No doubt earlier, the Chakma 

chiefs had been for some time under the mercy of the Muslim rulers, 

both Afghan and Mughals, but it did not greatly effect their systems, 

for the reason that the latter did not interfere in the internal 

administration of the former beyond receiving tributes in the form of 

cotton and other products which were prized valuable. 

Living among the Bengalis in the plains the dominant groups for 

a considerabl9' period of time led them to acquire corrupt fo~~~?.) 
Bengali, as they acquired many elements from the Arakanese. The 

elite groups imitated dresses, food habit, culture and trade.· Much· 

earlier Arakanese influence was evident in their habit of smoking, 

dresses, festivals and some social norms. They learned from the 

Muslims improved method of cultivation and administration. 



The British. occupation of Lushai Hills favoured the Chakma 
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immigrants to have temporary village set up there5 (APP~X-VIII). 
After the independence of India, albeit they took part in the election 

of the Councillor to the Interim Lushai Hills District Council in 19496
, 
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and it led to the inclusion of Chakmas in the first formal elected 

Lushai Hills District Council. They ultimately won a separate 

Autonomous District Council, a milestone in the political life of the 

Chakhlas to enjoy the benefit of independence, and this has 

encouraged them to demand for a Union Territory within Mizoram. 

The Chakma voluntary organizations like the Young Chakma 

Association, Chakma Mahila Sarrfiti and the Chakma Students Union 

of Mizoram are playing significant role for the unification of the tribe, 

for the social upliftment and for the eradication of illiteracy. 

No doubt, the majority of them profess Buddhism of the 

Hinayana School the traces of Mahayana Buddhism, their earlier 

religion are still being practised by a few Luri (Ari) priests in some 

remote corners. However, outwards, for all intents and purposes they 

adhere to Hinayana Buddhism, which they received from the 

Arakanese, and the influence of Arakanese in their monastic life was 

clear ti II today. Through the Arakanese that they received their 

script. 



But by far, the greatest influence oame from the Hindu 

Bengalis, from whom they inherited many deities, spirits, 
_..,........-.. --·--
superstitions, rites and rituals. This is testified by the worship of 

Gongama, Lakshmi, Kali, Shiva and many other spiri.ts to whom many 

of them still worship and offer sacrifices. Following the Hindus, they 

speak of Khittri Dharma (Kshatriya Dharma), in their social 

behaviours especially in food habit. It appears to us that their 

convers~;-~G,.....Buddhist was at first by compulsion of the Arakanese. 

Yet cS-Ofl'le of their primitive habits such as the dog's meat, killing of 

animals, eating insects, crawling reptiles, etc. ar/ti·l'(~ecognised. 

From the Muslims they adopted Muslim...-f(tles, such as Jamaul 

Khan, Fateh Khan, Sher Daulat Khan, etc. And their coins bear 

Persian and Islamic names8
. RaJ·a Sher DaulavKhan was said to be a / . 
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devout Islam and Kalindi Rani built a mosque at the capital. Besides, 

the practice of Sindhi Phuzua testifies that their beliefs and practices 

are also influenced by Islam. Further, till today, they still bury their 

waman's corpse pointing towards the west. 

Christianity becomes a living religion of the Chakmas. Although 

Christianity entered since the later part of the nineteenth century, the 

growth is steady and slow. The factors are the following : 

The age long acceptance of Buddhism, the weak adaptation and 

identification of the Christian missionaries and the social and 

political pressure. 



So far as we can gat_her the causes of conversion into 

Christianity is personal commitment. More than 80% of the Christian 

Chakmas are Baptist, following the same faith and conduct, same 

priestly class and activities of the other Baptist. / 

· Till to date, the history of the Chakm~~ not been properly ------ ··- ·---' 

investigated. No doubt, references to the tribe have been made here 
. ,.._\: 

and there . in the writings of foreign as well as the Chakma 

themselves. However, so far no complete treatise giving fuller history 

of the Chakmas has been done by individual scholar or by a 

corporate research agencies. I would suggest that a cooperative 

research study consisting of a )earn researchers should undertake 

this task with a strong financial supports and backings of the 

government. The Chakmas in Myanmar, in Bangladesh, in India and 

elsewhere, are regional, nationa~ and international issue. To solve 

their pathetic condition the government of India should take a step 

with the consent of the local state governments. 

To write history of the Chakmas means to go to the people 

themselves, for such history would have to depend on their oral 

testimony, memory and eye witness. 
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